Stayin’ Alive
Organic-chic illumination strikes an earthly note

1. RUX Studio’s Fire and Ice chandelier in salvaged heartwood by Stickbulb. stickbulb.com
2. Coral Branch chandeliers in bronze and glass by Serip through Collective Form. collectiveform.com
3. David Nosanchuk’s Butterfly Asteroid lamp in fiberglass with accents of holly and beech veneer and bronze by Nosanchuk through Hostler Burrows. hostlerburrows.com
4. Tista chandelier in powder-coated iron with wooden dowels by Arteriors. arteriorshome.com
5. Rondeta ceramic-base table lamp by Rose Tarlow Metrose House. resetaflower.com
6. Art Donovan’s Marie Claire table lamp in walnut, brass, and glass by Donovan Design. donovandesign.com
7. Jonas Wagell’s IWDA table lamp in opal glass and powder-coated steel by Menu. menu.as
8. Coral table lamp in bamboo plywood, aluminum, and steel by David Trubridge. davidtrubridge.com
9. Lara Bohinc’s Relic LED table lamp in steel and resin composite by Bohinc Studio. bohincstudio.com
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